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Tainan,70101,Taiwan
The matrix model with mass term has a nontrivially classical solution which is known to
represent a noncommutative fuzzy sphere. The fuzzy sphere has a lower energy then that of
the trivial solution. In this letter we investigate the quantum correction of the energy of the
fuzzy sphere by using the Gaussian variational technique, in contrast to the other studying
in which only the small fluctuation was considered. Our result, which only considering the
boson part, shows that the quantum correction does not change the stability of the fuzzy
sphere.
1Short summary of the Master-thesis
1
The noncommutative fuzzy sphere, which can appear in the string/M theory [1-3], is
known to correspond sphere D2-branes in string theory with background linear B-field [4].
It has been found that, in the presence of constant RR three-form potential, the D0-branes
can expand into a noncommutative fuzzy sphere configurations [5]. In the ordinary matrix
model one could not find the fuzzy sphere solutions. However, adding a Chern-Simons term
[5] or mass term [6] into the matrix model will enable us to describe the noncommutative
fuzzy sphere as a classical solution. Comparing the energy in the various classical solutions
one can find that the separated D0-branes will expand into a largest noncommutative fuzzy
sphere to achieve minimum energy [4,5].
In this paper we will study the matrix model with the action
S = Tr[Xi, Xj]
2 + λ Tr(Xi)
2. (1)
where Xi, i = 1, 2, 3 are chosen to be 2× 2 matrices for simplicity. The matrix equations of
(1) are
2[Xj , [Xi, Xj]] + λXi = 0, (2)
and the associated energy is
E = −Tr[Xi, Xj]2 − λTr(Xi)2. (3)
Eq.(2) admits commutating solutions and static fuzzy sphere solutions [4,5]. The commu-
tating solutions are known to represent N D0 branes and satisfy the relations
[Xi, Xj] = 0, (4)
which have the energy
E = 0. (5)
The noncommutative static fuzzy sphere solutions satisfy the equations
[Xi, Xj] = i
√
λ
2
ǫijkXk, (6)
and can be described by the relations
2
Xi =
√
λ
2
σi
2
, (7)
in which σi is a Pauli spinor. The energy E of this solution has a negative energy
E = −λ
4
< 0. (8)
Thus the ground state is the 2-dimensional fuzzy sphere [5].
In the following we will use the Gaussian variational method [7] to calculated the quantum
energy of the above fuzzy sphere. Note that, as a first step, we consider the simplest 2 × 2
matrix and only the mass term, rather then the conventional Chen-Simon term, is presented
in (1), as the calculation becomes more simpler. We also consider only the boson part and
leave the fermion part to the further investigations.
Following the method in [7] our trying Gaussian action is
S0 =
3∑
i=1
3
v
Tr(Xi)
2, (9)
in which v is a parameter to be determined by variation. Then we can rewrite the partition
function as
Z = Z0〈e−(S−S0)〉0, (10)
Z0 =
∫
X. e
−S0 , (11)
where 〈 · 〉0 is a VEV with respect to the partition function Z0. The associated free energy
can be expanded as
F =
∞∑
k=0
Fk ; F0 = −lnZ0, (12)
Fk = −(−1)
k
k!
〈(S − S0)k〉C,0, (13)
where the suffix ‘C’ in 〈 · 〉C,0 means that the connected part is taken.
After the calculations the first two terms of the expansion are given as
3
F0 = −9
2
ln v, (14)
F1 = 〈S〉0 − 〈S0〉0, (15)
〈S〉0 = −9
2
v2 − 3
4
λv, (16)
〈S0〉0 = 9
2
. (17)
The variational parameters v can be determined in such a way that the free energy F becomes
minimum, i.e.
0 =
d
dv
(F0 + F1). (18)
The solution is
v =
−λ +√λ2 + 16
8
, (19)
and free energy becomes
F0 + F1 = −3
2
ln
(
−λ +
√
λ2 + 16
)
. (20)
Therefore the quantum corrected energy coming from the boson part of the fuzzy sphere is
negative and the value is lower then that of the trivial solution. Our result thus shows that
the quantum correction does not change the stability of the fuzzy sphere.
Let us finally make some remarks about our works.
(1) As the fuzzy sphere is described by a supersymmetry action, a complete investigation
shall contain the fermion part. This part is under calculations.
(2) We consider only the simplest case of 2× 2 matrix, in stead of N ×N matrix, as the
calculation becomes more simpler. A complete investigation shall study all possible represent
of the SU(2) matrix. Note that, from the one-loop action, Iso etc. [8] had found that, in
some situation, the fuzzy sphere may becomes unstable in the large N limit. It is remained
to compare the final results for the one-loop perturbative method and Gaussian variational
nonperturbative study.
4
(3) It is remained to compare the quantum properties of the fuzzy sphere coming from
the Chern-Simon term with that coming from the mass term. The stability of the fuzzy
sphere at finite temperature is also an interesting problem to be studied.
We propose to study these in the near future. 2
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